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Cognitive abilities are often assumed to be advantageous in urban habitats, but relatively
few studies tested this assumption. In a meta-analysis, we tested whether urban animals
have better problem-solving abilities compared to their less urbanized conspecifics.
After screening 210 papers we collected by keyword search and forward search, we
found 12 studies that compared the ability to solve food-extraction or obstacle-removal
problems between urban and non-urban populations of the same animal species. These
studies were published between 2009 and 2021, and were performed mostly on birds,
whereas a quarter of them used mammals as study species. We found a statistically
non-significant trend that urban animals are more successful and faster problem-solvers
compared to their less urbanized conspecifics. However, both solving success and
solving latency effect sizes were highly heterogeneous, therefore hard to generalize.
Though the sample was too low to test the factors explaining this high heterogeneity,
we suggest that it may be explained by variation in task types, study species, definitions
of urbanization, whether the study was performed on captive or free-living animals,
geographical location, or publication bias in both directions. Altogether, more studies
are needed to either confirm or disprove this trend.

Keywords: urbanized environment, animal cognition, problem-solving abilities, interspecific comparison, meta-
analysis

INTRODUCTION

Urbanization is one of the most profound environmental changes of our time, affecting numerous
species (Grimm et al., 2008; Sol et al., 2013; Seress and Liker, 2015). Although the majority of species
is declining in these anthropogenic environments (Grimm et al., 2008), many species successfully
exploit these urban habitats (Sol et al., 2013). What makes an animal a successful urban exploiter is
a hot topic in behavioral ecology. A number of factors have been suggested, from diet (Evans et al.,
2011) to body size (Bateman and Fleming, 2012) to stress tolerance (Partecke et al., 2006).

Cognitive abilities have often been suggested to be advantageous in urban habitats (Lee and
Thornton, 2021), for several reasons. Urban habitats are complex environments where animals
face novel challenges on a regular basis, and cognitive abilities, such as innovation and learning,
are advantageous in such novel habitats (Sol et al., 2002). Good cognitive abilities can also be
beneficial during human-wildlife interactions, which are the most common in urban habitats with
high human population density (Goumas et al., 2020). This leads to two different predictions.
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First, species with better cognitive abilities should be more
successful urban exploiters compared to other species. Brain
size is often a good proxy for cognitive abilities, and bird
species with larger brains appear to be better at colonizing urban
habitats (Carrete and Tella, 2011; Maklakov et al., 2011; Sayol
et al., 2020). Second, within a species, individuals from urban
populations should have more advanced cognitive abilities than
those from less urbanized habitats. This idea is supported by
the larger brain size of urbanized small mammals compared
to their non-urban conspecifics (Snell-Rood and Wick, 2013).
By contrast, urban environment can also have environmental
factors that hinder cognitive performance, such as artificial light
at night (Jha and Kumar, 2017, but see Yorzinski et al., 2017).
Therefore, it is unclear how urbanization is expected to affect
cognitive performance, and the results so far have been equivocal
(Griffin et al., 2017).

In this study, we aim to explore the differences in cognitive
abilities of urban and non-urban conspecifics. We focus
on one specific cognitive skill: problem-solving, which has
been suggested to be a good proxy of cognitive abilities in
general (Morand-Ferron et al., 2016). We review the literature
available on urbanization’s effects on cognitive abilities and
test with meta-analytical methods whether animals from urban
populations are better problem-solvers compared to their non-
urban conspecifics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature Review
We followed the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analysis (PRISMA) protocol (Moher et al., 2009) to
screen the literature on urbanization’s effects on animal cognition
(Figure 1). First, on 24th of January, 2021, we ran a search
in Web of Science with the following keyword combination:
urban∗ + (cogni∗ OR solv∗). Additionally, on 9th of March, we
performed a forward search in Google Scholar by looking at all
papers that cited one of the earliest studies focusing on the topic
(Papp et al., 2015). After removing duplicates, we thoroughly
screened the abstracts of these papers (BK and EV screened
the abstracts from the keyword search and the forward search,
respectively). During the screening we checked whether or not
the papers met the following criteria: (i) the study system was
a non-human animal species; (ii) the study compared urban
and non-urban individuals of the same species; and (iii) the
behavior tested was either food extraction from a container, or
removal of an obstacle.

When defining our criteria, we decided to exclude papers
that tested cognitive tasks other than problem-solving, because
these tasks require qualitatively very different cognitive and
motoric abilities and thus are not comparable to problem-solving
skills, and there were too few of each type to be tested in
a separate model. These tasks include discrimination between
dangerous and non-dangerous humans (Vincze et al., 2015;
Vincze et al., 2019); spatial memory (Morand-Ferron et al.,
2019; Thompson and Morand-Ferron, 2019); or discriminating
between safe and unsafe shelters (Kang et al., 2018; Batabyal and

Thaker, 2019). However, we included one test where the birds
had to remove an obstacle to enter their nest instead of accessing
food, because it still required the bird to manipulate an obstacle
to access a reward, thus presumably required similar cognitive
and motoric skills to the food access tests (Preiszner et al., 2017).
We also decided to exclude papers that, rather than comparing
urban and non-urban populations of the same species, defined
“urbanization” as the distance from the edge of a residential
area (Grunst et al., 2020) or compared subspecies with different
history in urban habitats (Vrbanec et al., 2021).

After excluding the papers that did not meet the criteria based
on their titles and abstracts, we read the Methods and Results
section of the remaining papers, and excluded further papers
that did not meet the above criteria, ending with a final set of
12 papers. We contacted the authors for additional information
(interpretation of published results as well as additional data).

Extracting Effect Sizes
We collected two different types of effect sizes. Urbanization’s
effect on solving success was estimated by calculating logarithmic
odds ratios (Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007) from the exact numbers
of urban and non-urban individuals that were successful and
unsuccessful in solving the task. In one case, instead of testing
the animals individually, the study compared the solving success
of breeding pairs of birds (Preiszner et al., 2017). In this study,
we calculated the odds ratios from the numbers of successful
and unsuccessful urban and rural pairs rather than individuals.
Standard errors of these logarithmic odds ratios were calculated
as the square root of the sum of the reciprocals of the number
of successful urban, unsuccessful urban, successful non-urban,
and unsuccessful non-urban individuals (or pairs), following the
formula of Nakagawa and Cuthill (2007). When animals were
given multiple tasks in the same study, we extracted separate
effect sizes for each task type, except for one paper where
they only provided the cumulative number of successful and
unsuccessful tests (Mazza and Guenther, 2021).

Urbanization’s effect on solving latency was extracted from the
parameter estimates (Z-value or T-value) and standard errors of
Cox models (11 effect sizes), linear models (one effect size), linear
mixed-effects models (two effect sizes), or generalized linear
mixed-effects models (six effect sizes). As the models differed
in whether they used the more urbanized or the less urbanized
population as the reference group, we inverted some of the
parameter estimates (seven out of 20) so that positive effect sizes
always indicated that the urban animals were more successful
(had shorter latencies). We did not include estimates from
models where urbanization was in an interaction with another
predictor. Again, when there were multiple tasks in the study, we
extracted separate effect sizes for each task type, except for one
study where all task types were tested in the same model and only
one latency estimate was provided (Mazza and Guenther, 2021).

Meta-Analysis
Due to the high heterogeneity in task types and urbanization
gradients in the study, as well as multiple effect sizes in the
same study, we ran random-effect meta-analyses (Hedges and
Vevea, 1998) where we tested whether the mean of effect sizes
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FIGURE 1 | PRISMA diagram of our literature screening.

differs from zero. We could not run a sub-group analysis of
problem-solving test types because of the low sample sizes in
each test type (see Section “Results”). To check whether there
was publication bias or any outliers, we created funnel plots for
both models and visually interpreted them, but we had too few
effect sizes to statistically test for publication bias. All tests were
conducted in RStudio (Racine, 2012), using the rmeta (Lumley,
2018), dmetar (Harrer et al., 2021), meta (Schwarzer, 2007), and
metafor (Viechtbauer, 2015) packages.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics
We found 176 papers with the keyword search and 41 papers with
the forward search. After removing seven duplicates, we checked
the titles and the abstracts of 210 papers, based on which we
excluded 162 papers and checked the full text of 48 papers, out
of which 12 papers met our full criteria. We extracted 17 solving
success odds ratios from nine papers and 20 solving latency
estimates from 11 papers (Table 1).

The oldest paper we found was published in 2009 (Liker
and Bókony, 2009); the most recent ones were published in
2021 (Chow et al., 2021; Johnson Ulrich et al., 2021; Mazza and
Guenther, 2021). Nine out of 12 studies (75%) were performed
on birds (out of which, eight studies were on Passeriformes and
only one on Falconiformes); the remaining three studies (25%)
were on mammals (two on Rodentia and one on Carnivora).
Nine studies were performed on captive individuals, whereas

three were performed in the wild. Geographically, five of the
studies were performed partly or completely in Europe (three in
Hungary, one in Germany, one partly in the United Kingdom),
five in North America (including one from Barbados in the
Caribbean region), one in Africa, one in South America, and
one in Australia (Supplementary Table S1).

All effect sizes were from food-extraction experiments, except
for one (Preiszner et al., 2017) where the task was the removal of
an obstacle from the entrance of a nest box. Task types included:
removing a lid from a container (Liker and Bókony, 2009; Sol
et al., 2011; Papp et al., 2015; Audet et al., 2016; Preiszner et al.,
2017; Chow et al., 2021; Mazza and Guenther, 2021); opening
one or more doors on a container (push door, pull door, sliding
door, lift door; Papp et al., 2015; Cook et al., 2017; Solaro et al.,
2019; Johnson Ulrich et al., 2021; Mazza and Guenther, 2021);
pulling a plug or other obstacle from a tube (Papp et al., 2015;
Kozlovsky et al., 2017; Mazza and Guenther, 2021); pulling out a
drawer (Audet et al., 2016; Johnson Ulrich et al., 2021); ripping
a paper covering a container (Papp et al., 2015; Prasher et al.,
2019); pulling or pushing a lever (Prasher et al., 2019; Chow
et al., 2021). In a few studies, the same task could be solved
multiple ways, i.e., the food container having both a lid and a
drawer (Audet et al., 2016) or multiple doors (Solaro et al., 2019;
Johnson Ulrich et al., 2021).

Meta-Analysis
In the random-effect meta-analysis where we used log-odds ratios
as effect sizes, the standard mean difference was 0.39 (95%
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TABLE 1 | List of papers included, with study species, sample size [flocks in Liker and Bókony (2009); pairs in Preiszner et al. (2017); individuals in every other study],
and number of solving success odds ratios (OR) and solving latencies (Lat) collected from the study.

Authors, publication year Species Sample size OR Lat

Audet et al. (2016) Barbados bullfinch Loxigilla barbadensis 26 urban vs. 27 rural 1 2

Chow et al. (2021) Eastern gray squirrel Sciurus carolinensis 15 urban vs. 10 rural; 18 urban vs. 8 rural; 21 urban vs. 8
rural; 28 urban vs. 10 rural

3 4

Cook et al. (2017) House finch Haemorhus mexicanus 39 urban vs. 43 rural 1 0

Johnson Ulrich et al. (2021) Spotted hyena Crocuta crocuta 39 exurban vs. 35 rural; 15 urban vs. 35 rural 2 2

Kozlovsky et al. (2017) Mountain chickadee Poecile gambeli 13 urban vs. 12 rural 1 1

Liker and Bókony (2009) House sparrow Passer domesticus 8 urban vs. 6 rural 0 1

Mazza and Guenther (2021) Striped field mouse Apodemus agrarius 14 urban vs. 17 rural 1 1

Papp et al. (2015) House sparrow Passer domesticus 53 urban vs. 51 rural; 51 urban vs. 50 rural; 50 urban vs. 48
rural; 36 urban vs. 36 rural

4 4

Prasher et al. (2019) Black-capped chickadee Poecile atricapillus 31 urban vs. 36 rural; 31 urban vs. 31 rural 2 1

Preiszner et al. (2017) Great tit Parus major 29 urban vs. 23 rural; 27 urban vs. 21 rural 2 2

Sol et al. (2011) Common myna Acridotheres tristis 32 urban vs. 28 rural 0 1

Solaro et al. (2019) Chimango caracara Phalcoboenus chimango 12 urban vs. 6 rural 0 1

When we extracted multiple effect sizes from the same study, the number of animals involved in each test could differ, as indicated by the multiple sample sizes.

FIGURE 2 | Forest plot showing effect sizes (logarithmic odds ratios indicating the difference in problem-solving success between urban and rural animals) with 95%
confidence intervals. Positive effect size values indicate that animals from urban environments were more successful problem-solvers, whereas negative values
indicate better problem-solving abilities in rural populations.

confidence interval = −0.18 to 0.97; Figure 2). This indicates
that in our sample, urban animals tended to be better problem-
solvers compared to their rural conspecifics, but this trend
was statistically non-significant due to the confidence interval
overlapping with 0. We found relatively high heterogeneity in
our effect sizes (I2 = 67%, p ≤ 0.01, df = 16, Chi2 = 47.83,
Tau2 = 0.994). This resulted in a broad prediction interval (−1.81
to 2.59; Figure 2).

In the model with the latency parameters as effect sizes, the
standard mean difference was 0.31 (95% confidence interval:
−0.02 and 0.64, Figure 3.), which suggests that urban animals
tended to solve the problems faster than their non-urban
conspecifics, but this trend was also statistically non-significant.
Heterogeneity was also large in this sample (I2 = 70%, p ≤ 0.01,
df = 19, Chi2 = 64.30, Tau2 = 0.4716), and the prediction interval
was also broad (−1.17 to 1.79; Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3 | Forest plot showing effect sizes (Z values from Cox models or T values from linear models, indicating the differences in problem-solving latency between
urban and rural animals) with 95% confidence intervals. Positive values indicate that animals from urban environments were faster problem-solvers whereas negative
values indicate that animals from rural populations solved faster.

The funnel plots were not skewed in either direction,
indicating that there was no clear publication bias in either the
solving success odds ratios or the latency estimates (Figure 4).
However, in both models we found more outliers than expected
by random chance (35% of the solving success odds ratios and
20% of the latency estimates, opposed to 5%), which is in line
with the high heterogeneity and the broad prediction intervals.

DISCUSSION

In a meta-analysis, we found that urban animals tended to
be more successful and faster in food-extraction or obstacle-
removal tasks compared to their non-urban conspecifics, though
these trends were statistically non-significant. This positive mean
effect size is in line with our initial prediction, i.e., that urban
animals would be better at problem-solving than their non-
urban conspecifics. However, we also found high heterogeneity
despite the low sample size, with broad prediction intervals
from the random-effects models and a high number of outliers,
indicating that the pattern is far from general. There are several
possible explanations for this high heterogeneity, both biological
and statistical. Unfortunately, due to the low sample size, it
is not possible to disentangle these effects and their potential
interactions by statistical methods.

First, it is possible that the heterogeneity is due to the variation
between task types. To reduce the possibility of this option, we
limited our sample to tasks where an animal had to manipulate
some kind of obstacle (door, lever, plug, drawer, etc.) to access
a resource (food, or in one case, nest), as we predicted these
tasks would require similar cognitive and motoric skills. We
excluded other cognitive tasks such as discriminating between
dangerous and non-dangerous humans (Vincze et al., 2015;
Vincze et al., 2019), spatial memory (Morand-Ferron et al., 2019;
Thompson and Morand-Ferron, 2019), discriminating between
safe and unsafe shelters (Batabyal and Thaker, 2019), and learning
directions in a maze (Kang et al., 2018) from our analysis, as these
require different cognitive and motoric skills, and would have
been represented only by one or two effect sizes in our models.
Nevertheless, we still ended up with at least six distinct task
types: lid-removal, door-opening, drawer-pulling, plug-opening,
paper-ripping, and lever-pulling. Unfortunately, we had too
few effect sizes per task type to reliably test whether different
task types are affected differently by urbanization. Some studies
tested multiple problem-solving tasks on the same individuals;
some of them found correlation between the solving success
in the two tasks (Audet et al., 2016), but others indicate that
solving success of an individual animal in one task type does
not predict solving success in the other (Preiszner et al., 2017;
Prasher et al., 2019).
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FIGURE 4 | Funnel posts for testing potential publication bias and outliers for solving success odds ratios (A) and solving latency estimates (B).

Second, the heterogeneity may come from the variation
between study species, as urbanization can affect different animal
species in various ways. For a decade, the studies were exclusively
on passerine birds; the only non-passerine bird study we found
(Solaro et al., 2019) was as recent as 2019, and all mammal
studies were published in 2021, on two rodent species (Chow
et al., 2021; Mazza and Guenther, 2021) and one carnivore
(Johnson Ulrich et al., 2021). However, even very closely related
species responded in vastly different ways to urbanization: urban
mountain chickadees (Poecile gambeli) were more successful
in a plug-opening task than their forest-dwelling conspecifics
(Kozlovsky et al., 2017), whereas urban black-capped chickadees
(Poecile atricapillus) were no more successful in a lever-pulling
task and less successful in a paper-ripping task than their rural
conspecifics (Prasher et al., 2019). It is likely that if urbanization
has different effects on the problem-solving ability of different
species, it has less to do with the species’ phylogeny and more
with its ecological characteristics such as diet, daily activity or

social behavior, or the time or extent the species adapted to
urban environments.

Third, whether a population was considered “urban” or
“rural” depended very much on the study. Some studies
compared residential areas to farmlands (e.g., Papp et al., 2015;
Solaro et al., 2019), others compared urban parks to forests (e.g.,
Preiszner et al., 2017; Prasher et al., 2019), or the outskirts of
a developing town adjacent to a national park to a savanna
at the center of a national park (e.g., Johnson Ulrich et al.,
2021). It is arguable whether the outskirts of a developing town
can be considered as more urbanized than a farmland. The
relationship between anthropogenic disturbance and behavior is
not necessarily linear (e.g., Fernández-Juricic et al., 2003), which
may explain some of the variation in the results.

Fourth, whether the experiment was performed on animals
in their natural habitat or in captivity could have also affected
the results. On the one hand, different animals could respond
differently to captivity (e.g., have different tolerance toward
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capturing stress), which may affect their performance in the
problem-solving tasks; on the other hand, performing the study
on natural populations, where the animal voluntarily approaches
the problem-solving device, can lead to sampling bias toward
the more explorative or neophilic individuals. In our sample,
only three studies were performed in the animals’ natural habitat
(Preiszner et al., 2017; Chow et al., 2021; Johnson Ulrich et al.,
2021), whereas the rest were performed on captive animals.

Fifth, some of the heterogeneity can potentially be explained
by geographical variation. As the bulk of our effect sizes come
from Europe and North America, a hemisphere bias (Martin
et al., 2012) is certainly present in these studies. As urbanization
is a global phenomenon, but different continents and countries
have vastly different urbanization history, it would be important
to include more studies from other parts of the world.

Finally, it is possible that the higher-than-expected
heterogeneity is due to a special case of publication bias:
though we did not find publication bias in either direction
(i.e., the funnel plot was relatively symmetrical), we may
have a two-way publication bias, i.e., studies in which
urban animals were either significantly more successful
or significantly less successful than rural animals were
more likely to get published than non-significant results.
Notably, in the studies where urbanization, by itself, had no
significant effect on problem-solving abilities also reported
a statistically significant interaction between urbanization
and another explanatory variable, such as body mass (Papp
et al., 2015), dominance rank (Prasher et al., 2019), or
disturbance in captivity (Cook et al., 2017). Therefore, it
is possible that studies where urbanization had neither
significant effect on problem solving abilities by itself nor
a significant interaction with another explanatory variable
remained unpublished.

Despite the relevance of the topic, we only managed to
find a handful of studies investigating whether problem solving
abilities are affected by urbanization. We need more studies on
this topic to test whether or not the positive trend we found
is generalizable, and to investigate the underlying mechanisms
of the heterogeneity. We recommend to extend the studies on
additional taxa, and include more non-passerine birds (such as
raptors or parrots), mammals and even reptiles. There are two
studies indicating that that tested the effects of urbanization on
some sort of cognitive abilities in lizards, specifically learning
the difference between a “safe” and “unsafe” shelter. The two
studies came to different conclusions, one finding that urban
lizards were more successful in this task (Batabyal and Thaker,
2019), the other finding no significant difference between the
populations (Kang et al., 2018). We also suggest more studies
performed in Asia and the Southern hemisphere, to test how

globally generalizable the patterns are. Finally, beside problem-
solving tasks, we also recommend additional studies on other
cognitive tasks such as spatial memory and individual recognition
of humans, to test how general these patterns are across
behavioral contexts.
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